
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR INSTAGRAM RAFFLE
 

1. General Information

The Companies that are organizing this Raffle are:

ALEYOLE JEWELRY, S.L.

CIF: B-67404558

Social address: C/ Amigó, nº 35, local. C.P. 08021 de Barcelona

Contact mail: info@aleyole.com

KRIIM NATURAL COSMETICS, S.L.

CIF: B-67009662

Social address: C/ Balmes, nº 121, Tienda 2, C.P. 08008 de Barcelona

Contact mail: info@kriim.com

Hereinafter the Companies will be called The Promoters

2. Scope of the Raffle.

The scope of this Raffle is to promote the giveaway product, and also the clients engage for the Newsletter.

3. Range application.

This Raffle has an international range.

4. Temporary application.

The period of this promotion will start on Tuesday, 21/09/2021 at 11:00h (Spanish Time), and will end on

Tuesday, 28/09/2021 at 11:00h (Spanish Time).

5. Mechanics of the promotion and requirements for participation.

Individual persons can participate in this Raffle, who are over 18 years old and underages under supervision

of a responsible adult.

The employees of the Companies can’t participate to tis Raffle, neither other persons that have participate in

anyway to this Raffle.

The participants will have to swipe up the Story of the Promoters where the Raffle take place and fill the mail

in the web linked.

6.- Promotion.

Once the deadline for participating has passed, the Promotion will be done the Wednesday 29/09/2021 at

12h (Spanish Time).

The winners and alternate winners will be chosen through the platform Sortea2.
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7. The prize.

The prize will consist in a Gift Card of 100.-€ from Aleyolé and another Gift Card of 100.-€ from Kriim

Cosmetics.

8. Publication and announcing of the winners and alternate winners.

Once the promotion is done, the Promoters will announce the winners and alternative winners of the Raffle

will be announced through a publications in a Story of the Promoters’ Instagram.

When the winners of the prize will be published, the Promoters will put in touch with them through a direct

message in Instagram. The winners will have to answer the direct message whithin 48 hours, if the

Promoters don’t have an answer during this time, the Promoters will give the prize to the alternate winners

following the same acceptant process.

The prize will be delivery Online.

9. Extension and suspension.

If during the Raffle an incident prevent the continuance of the promotion, the Promoters could postpone the

Raffle or even cease it, until the conditions necessaries for the continuing of the promotion are in place.

10. Taxation.

In accordance with the current tax regulation, the prize awarded for participating in games, contests, raffles,

or random combinations related to the sale or promotion of goods and services are subject to withholding or

account income of the Income tax of Individuals (IRPF), provided that the value of the prize is over 300.-€.

The value of the prize of this Raffle is lower than 300.-€, so it is not subject to withholding.

In case that the prize has any other tax obligation in the winner or alternate winner tax, these will have to pay

or withhold the IRPF, relieving the Promoters from any future responsibility. Consequentially, the winners or

alternate winners will be responsible to fulfill the tax and accounting obligations from the awarding of the

prize for the purposes of their personal taxation. In case that the winners or alternate winners belong to an

area which tax regulation is different form the Spanish one, the payment of the customs tax or other tax

corresponding to it, will be obligation of them and not of the Promoters.

11. Instagram disclamer.

Instagram doesn’t sponsor, endorse or administrates the Promotions, neither is associated with. The

participant completely release from Instragram, and is conscious that is giving his information to the

Promoters. The information provided to process the participation, to subscribe to the Newsletter ant to

communicate the prize in case is a winner or alternate winner.

12. Acceptance of these terms and conditions.

The mere participations of this Raffle implies the acceptance of these terms and conditions in their entirety,

so the non-acceptance will imply the exclusion to the participation of this Raffle.

To participate in the Raffle, the participant will have to subscribe to the Newsletter giving the email.



The Promoters will reserve the right to modify this terms and conditions in any time, and to take all the

mesures, disputes or difficulties that can arise during this Raffle, as long as they are justified, don’t injure the

participants and communicate properly.

13. Disqualifications and penalties.

The Promoters of this Raffle reserve de right to cancel o disqualify those participants who carry out any

fraudulent conduct in this promotion, or break the present rules.

14. Disclamer.

The Promoters disclaim from any responsibility from any type of damage that can arise from a

noncompliance done by a participant or by the use that the winners or alternate winners can do with the

awarded prize.

15. Protección de datos personales.

In accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), with the Organic Law of Data Protection

and the Law of Society Services and Electronic Commerce Information, we inform to the participants that the

Data Controller of this Raffle are:

ALEYOLE JEWELRY, S.L., with CIF: B-67404558 and social address: C/ Amigó, nº 35, local. C.P.

08021 of Barcelona

KRIIM NATURAL COSMETICS, S.L., with CIF: B-67009662 and social address: C/ Balmes, nº 121,

Tienda 2, C.P. 08008 of Barcelona

For the participation of the Raffle, eligibility of the winners and alternate winners and the subscription to the

Newsletter, The Promoters will incorporate in their database the emails of the participants. For the award of

the price, The Promoters will not ask an additional data. The data will not transferred to third parties, except if

are required by public institutions or public organisms that are necessary.

The participants guarantee and respond to the veracity, accuracy, validity and authenticity of their personal

information.

The owner of the data (participant) could exercise their rights of access, rectification, deletion, limitations of

treatment, portability and opposition, in the terms provided by law, and in any case by contacting the Data

Controllers of the Data Treatment through the email: info@aleyole.com o or social address: C/ Amigó, nº 35,

local. C.P. 08021 of Barcelona, attaching copy of the official identity card; and also through the email:

info@kriim.com or social address: C/ Balmes, nº 121, Tienda 2, C.P. 08008 of Barcelona. The participants

also could contact the Spanish Agency of Data Protection and present a claim if they consider that their

request of exercising their rights has not be attended properly by addressing to the web: www.aepd.es.

16. Contact and claims.

If any participant wants to contact to The Promoters or present any claim, could contact through the emails:

info@aleyole.com and/or info@kriim.com.
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18. Law and Tribunal applications.

The law applicable to this Raffle is the Spanish law, and the competent Tribunals to know any conflict or

controversy are the Courts located in Barcelona.


